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Beyond Standard eEligibility
There is more to the story for eEligibility than simply checking if a 
patient is eligible or not. What is that patient eligible for? How much 
coverage does that patient have? What is the policy makeup for the 
insurance company? The process is not simply a yes or no.

At ChartLogic, we dive deeper into eEligibility so you will know 
exactly what to expect for that patient and their relationship with 
the insurance provider. The benefits and authorization information 
is then sent to the practice three days in advance before the service 
date, reducing the number of claim denials.

Coding Assistance
Not only does ChartLogic Billing handle the medical coding for your practice, but we 
also provide assistance so your team can perform better and increase efficiency. Better 
coding allows your practice to maximize reimbursement and save time by not having to go 
back and change codes. We can also help with any ICD-10 transition issues through our 
proprietary training programs.

By also performing a Chart Audit, our team will identify any critical coding issues that are 
causing either underpayment, overpayment or no payment at all. 

With experience in over 80 specialties, our team of AAPC (American Academy of 
Professional Coders) certified medical coding specialists adhere to all payer and 
government rules and regulations. 



End-to-End Collections
When it comes to actually collecting from both patients and 
insurance companies, ChartLogic Billing has you covered. The 
complete collection methodology creates untapped efficiencies 
throughout the entire process. Our team sends out two statements 
to the patient and follows up with a phone call to make sure you 
get paid, all while letting you focus on managing the practice. 
We also have relationships with most insurers and collection 
companies, which we leverage to coordinate getting you 
reimbursed as fast as possible.

Having a billing company manage all areas of collections simplifies 
the process and the practice can easily see how they are 
performing at a glance. As a “one-stop-shop” for your practice, 
ChartLogic can be the main point of contact for all your billing 
needs. You don’t need to have different companies for each end of 
the collection process.

Capturing Underpaid & Ignored Claims

12.9% | THE PROVIDER DID NOT FOLLOW UP 
ON DENIED CLAIMS

11.6% | THE PAYER INCORRECTLY PROCESSED 
THE INVOICE

15.2% | THE PROVIDER INCORRECTLY SET 
UP THE ACCOUNT 

At ChartLogic, we work to minimize these occurrences and prevent future delayed payments 
so your practice receives payment sooner and more often. If the patient is eligible, we believe 
there should be no internal reason for not getting paid and will fight to make sure you do.

*http://www.mgma.com/government-affairs/tools/download-the-patient-touch-points-for-clean-claims-toolkit

$

THE MOST COMMON REASONS FOR DELAYED PAYMENTS, ACCORDING TO *MGMA, ARE:



THE PROVIDER INCORRECTLY SET UP THE ACCOUNT.

When ChartLogic manages the credentialing process, we make 
sure everything is set up properly with the insurer and the 
provider. We then confirm the information is accurately shared 
back with the practice upfront and setup in their system. 
 

THE PROVIDER DID NOT FOLLOW UP ON DENIED CLAIMS.

In the event of a denied claim, the ChartLogic Billing team will go 
back and rectify the situation as soon as possible. In most cases, 
we will even go back and follow-up with claims from the previous 
year from previous billing companies.

 
 

THE PAYER INCORRECTLY PROCESSED THE INVOICE.

In the span of 3 months, the ChartLogic Billing team will build a 
fee schedule for your practice which will let us know the payment 
to expect from insurance companies for certain claims. In the 
event a payment does not meet that expectation, ChartLogic will 
be notified and we will follow up with the insurance company to 
investigate the issue. 

The end of January, our A/R was down tremendously. We’re starting to get 
payments more often and our claims are going out on time. ChartLogic even 
follows up on any claims that are denied for any reason.”

 — Debbie, Insurance Administrator, Eye Physicians Professional Association



Credentialing &  
Contract Negotiation
A unique service for ChartLogic Billing is being able to not only 
credential providers but also negotiate those contracts to get the 
best terms available.  The credentialing process can be a time-
consuming and confusing process.  Not to mention, you may be 
going up against what seems like Goliath when trying to negotiate 
for a small practice.  

ChartLogic already has a significant rapport with most insurance 
companies and can manage this process for you, which is one less 
headache.  This drastically speeds up the process for any new 
enrollment for existing providers or if you are adding a provider.  
We complete all applications and necessary paperwork on your 
behalf with the chosen payer networks and government entities. 
We follow all payer contracts and provide executed copies of 
contracts and fee schedules to your practice.

Once credentialed, ChartLogic can revisit contracts and ensure 
your providers are getting the best terms available.

Claim Status
Not all practices know the status of their submitted claims, but ChartLogic can manage and 
use this to improve your practice’s performance. We track each insurance company’s timeline 
and report the status of the claims. We can even track differences by state.

This information can then be used to generate reports and develop trends for your practice. 
Once we analyze these trends, it is usually clear where we can make improvements and 
increase performance by following up with the insurance companies. Being able to track claim 
status is good, aggregating that information to be used for improvement is much better.



Suite of Premium Software & Services
As the service and software needs of your practice grow, additional vendors can sometimes 
add confusion, increasing the chance of errors and/or inefficiencies. With ChartLogic Billing, 
practices get the software included in the service package. Not only does this save your 
practice money, but you’ll be working with a billing service team that are experts in your 
software and help in many ways.

In addition to software, your practice has access to additional training and consulting in areas 
such as Meaningful Use, PQRS, ICD-10, coding, human resources, technology compliance and 
much more.

Having software and services under one roof with one vendor creates complete transparency 
from scheduling the patient, to creating an electronic note, to reimbursement and getting 
paid. ChartLogic aims to be more than a vendor and with our billing service, our goal is to be 
your practice’s partner and a resource you can always turn to for help.

SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH CHARTLOGIC MEDICAL BILLING SERVICES:

 Electronic Medical Record 

 Practice Management 

 Patient Portal 

 More



Custom Reporting
Every practice is different and uses different metrics 
to measure performance. ChartLogic understands 
this and creates customized reports unique to your 
practice. We use advanced tools to pull the standard 
metrics to measure performance, but also tailor the 
reports for your needs. ChartLogic puts visibility and 
transparency at the forefront of our services and 
our reports reflect that, giving you access to all the 
information you need.

Practice Performance
As with most billing services out there, it all comes down to increasing practice performance. 
By using ChartLogic, you can expect to improve reimbursement and increase efficiency. We 
leverage our established relationships with payers and years of experience to earn you more of 
what your practice is owed. In addition to getting paid, ChartLogic can help your practice save 
time and streamline processes so you can get back to what’s important to you, treating patients.

Using in-house billing not only puts a strain on your practice, but the cost can range from  
10-15% of your practice’s total revenue. With included software and low rates, ChartLogic 
Medical Billing Service produces a clear return on investment.



Get Started Today!

At ChartLogic, we include all the previously listed 

services and products for 6-8% of the practice's 

total collections. This includes credentialing 

assistance and we don't use a "Lock-box" like 

other billing service companies. You keep control 

of your money!

Contact ChartLogic today to schedule a free 

Medical Billing Analysis!

3995 S 700 E, Suite 200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
Phone: (888) 337-4441 
Website: www.chartlogic.com

http://www.chartlogic.com/
http://www.chartlogic.com/billing/analysis-calc/

